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	NAME: Niidaen
	DESCRIPTION: The Niidaens are a race of powerful mammal analogues originating from a harsh world covered in active volcanoes & sulfurous seas. Tsiph is an Earth- sized moon in orbit around a gas giant (11th planet) in the Tsiph System. The average adult female stands roughly 7-8ft tall & is powerfully muscled. Males are slightly smaller at about 6ft & far less bulky, though they are heavier than an average human. The skulls of females are extremely heavy. The skin of both sexes is mottled gray, though more pronounced in females. Females have vestigial, red-colored patterns across their chest & back, used to attract the attention of a mate. Their eyes are covered by a protective membrane that gives them a luminescent blue coloration. They have a very ancient religious system centered around the belief that their homeworld is a living being, the mother of all Niidaen life. This goddess is known as the Fiery Mother. They have been a space-faring race for several centuries. Names: female: Xarla Tsorg; male: Krezian, no last name.
	ERA: 2371 or later (Shackleton Expanse) 
	Text Field 13: Males are only good for breeding & eating.They are generally as advanced as the Federation.
	Text Field 7: Female: Fitness +2, Presence +1; Male: Insight +1, Reason +2. 
	Text Field 8: The birth rate for females is greater than that of males, on the order of 10 to 1. Females have greater physical strength & protection than males helping them to survive to sexual maturity. Pregnancies are short, after which the female lays 1 or 2 leathery eggs. This trait frees the female to continue on with her duties, from conception to birth with little impact physically, making her far less vulnerable. 
	TALENTS: Niidaen, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Sulam (Mother,around 20 yrs old+) [Females only-Required]
	TALENT TEXT 1: When approaching sexual maturity, your skin thickens to provide you with a Resistance of 2 vs all Effects. And whenever you use the Fitness attribute or Security discipline, you gain 1d20 as your maternal instincts kick in. 
	TALENT NAME 2: Duro (Wise Man, around 35 yrs old+) [Males only-Required]
	TALENT TEXT 2: Males remain sexually active for roughly 20 years, after which they undergo a dramatic change where they develop a sharp mind, & a deep curiosity. Whenever using your Insight/Reason Attribute, you add 1d20 to your rolls. If successful, gain 1 momentum.
	TALENT NAME 3: Additional Information
	TALENT TEXT 3: They are long-time allies of the Drevina. The leader of the Niidaen Gynochracy is the 'Sulam Regnar' (Great Mother) or for cultural reference:  Empress. Their colonies are: Garra, Lecto, Raphas, Sivorn, Turga.
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